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Based on my teacher’s notes, I will discuss two students in the same class who were different in 
many ways. Then, I will mention the changes they made in a few lessons and the cause for those 
changes I could think of. My primary focus will be on student motivation because the biggest 
difference between these two students seemed to be their motivation. Later on, however, I found 
that the problem was more likely to be classroom-management related. Therefore, I will focus 




“I wanted the instructor to do something about the students who were not willing to attend 
the lesson, and not serious about their lessons. Compared to other classes, this class has 
more time for us to talk with each other. So I wanted to talk more, but I had to spend some 
time to help these students understand what to do very often.”  
This was one of the comments I received from a student I taught in the first semester. This 
student’s comments made me start thinking about group dynamics and especially about students’ 
motivation more deeply for my EDC classes. In particular, I started to make myself attend to 
maintaining motivation of all students in classes with mixed levels in terms of ability and 
motivation to attend and participate. Therefore, it was easy for me to choose the class for this 
project as I fortunately (or unfortunately) have a class with mixed levels in this term.           
In the class I chose (Wednesday first period), there were two students who were very 
different in many ways. Nao (alias) is the strongest student in this class. He is highly-motivated, 
trying hard to use the functions and skills he learned in each lesson. He also tries to be the first 
speaker and chair the discussions, but he sometimes has an aggressive attitude to others who do 
not join the discussion actively. On the other hand, Tomo (alias) is the weakest student. He is a 
not-so-motivated student, shy, usually the last speaker for a topic, but he is always friendly.  
The problem happened when Nao started to accuse Tomo openly in one of the discussions 
in Lesson 2. Tomo was not sure what to say in the discussion and did not use the function 
phrases of the week at all. Nao noticed that Tomo had the problem, so tried to tell him to use 
some function phrases they were supposed to use. But Tomo could not use those phrases very 
well, so Nao started to complain about Tomo’s poor performance strongly. They both seemed to 
be frustrated by each other, and obviously they were not happy at the end of the lesson. Nao 
wanted to have a better discussion where everyone joins actively. Tomo could not understand 
Nao’s opinion because Nao talked too fast and often used difficult vocabulary. Tomo also did 
not understand how to use the new and old function phrases, so other group members, especially 
Nao, had to spend several minutes to help him understand what to do. As a teacher, I decided to 
“do something” about the both students. For Nao, I should help him keep up his motivation, and 
for Tomo, I should motivate him to catch up with others in the class. 
DISCUSSION 
In lesson 5, the first discussion test day, Nao did a very good job as I expected. Although he 
could not use the “Talking about Possibilities” function phrase, he got an almost perfect score 
for his first test. Tomo also did well, using many function phrases in the test though he could not 
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do very well in using communication skills, such as reactions and agreeing/disagreeing. Also 
Tomo was about 30 minutes late for the class. During the test, Nao was the first speaker twice or 
more and most of the time he tried to chair the discussion. On the other hand, Tomo was always 
the last speaker. Sometimes he would not say anything until someone asked him to join. On this 
day, I got them into different groups so that they could try their best without feeling frustrated. 
By this time, Nao’s accusing Tomo became a usual thing in this class. Unsurprisingly, they did 
their best for their test without any problems as far as I observed. 
Before I talk about their changes, I would like to mention what I tried for this class in 
terms of student motivation. I tried a few things to motivate Tomo, such as 1) prepared some 
color-printed materials sometime with pictures (e.g., fluency question card with relevant pictures, 
or “Function Check Sheet”), rather than using the texts written on the board or just orally getting 
them to remember, to help those under motivated students talk easily about the topic or use the 
function phrases more frequently, 2) Emphasized the importance of learning English discussion 
skills (e.g., some comments about how and when to use the function they learned when they start 
working as business persons in my feedback). I also tried to maintain and protect Nao’s 
motivation by: 1) Asking some difficult or the first questions to him so that he could maintain 
his self-esteem, especially when I asked the transition questions related to the topic, 2) Getting 
students to set goals for the last discussion (for example, get the students to write their own goals 
on the self-check sheet after the first extended discussion) so that they could keep up their 
motivation. 
Now I am going to mention what happened after the discussion test (lesson 5). I was 
worried about Nao’s motivation to attend the class due to his frustration at dealing with Tomo 
and others. My worst fear was realized as early as Lesson 6. Nao did not come to class. Tomo 
came (but was late again) and seemed to be comfortable to talk about his idea without Nao in 
this lesson. The class atmosphere was also much better than before. Other members seemed to 
feel relaxed and were eager to talk, too. In lesson 7, Tomo came on time. Nao came late but said 
that he had a terrible stomachache so he could not concentrate on the discussion. He did not 
complain about Tomo or any other members in the discussions. I think that was why their 
discussions went smoothly on this day. In lesson 8, Nao was absent again. Tomo came on time. 
The rest of the members including Tomo had a friendly atmosphere all the way through the 
lesson. In lesson 9, the second discussion test day, Nao did not come again, and this was his 
third absence. Tomo came, tried his best for the test, and got a better score for his test. He got 
almost the perfect score of 5-4-5-5-5. He did a very good job in reacting this time, used all 
required functions, and gave many ideas and comments. 
Two students had a large difference in their changes, too. Nao seemed to give up coping 
with others. The change I noticed in Lesson 7, the only lesson he attended after the first 
discussion test, was that he did not make any negative comments to others at all and did the 
minimal things he was supposed to do (e.g., he joined all the activities somehow, but not 
actively, and used some of the function phrases, but not all the phrases). On the other hand, 
Tomo seemed to be motivated enough to learn how to join and enjoy the discussion more 
actively. I do not know what the cause for Nao’s change was, but could imagine that he just got 
tired of dealing with other students, and thought that there were no benefits for him in this class. 
In Tomo’s case, the biggest reason of his change I think is Nao’s absence. He could feel free and 
comfortable without anyone who criticizes him thus his anxiety was eliminated. As Ellis (1994) 
said, students tend to become anxious when they found themselves less proficient, and when 
they were better able to compete, their anxiety decreased. Another reason I could think of is that 
the materials I made for this purpose worked properly. It had seemed that he had a sense of 
inferiority about function use at the beginning of this course, but throughout the semester tried to 
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use and remember the functions with the aid of the “Function Check Sheet” and some materials 
with visual aids like pictures or charts. As a result, he seemed to become confident about the 
functions gradually, and at the same time become confident about his English discussion skills 
little by little. One reason I was lucky enough to get the good result regarding Tomo’s change 
could be because of differences in an individual students’ learning styles. Fortunately, Tomo 
seems to have “visual learning” style, and that might be the reason why these visual prompts 
could help him participate more actively (Ellis, 2008). 
 
CONCLUSION 
I tried some things I came up with for this class in terms of the students’ motivation, and there 
were some good changes in each student’s attitude toward the discussion class and in their 
performances. However, I should have thought about the importance of creating a cohesiveness 
of learner group because “student motivation tends to increase in cohesive class groups” 
(Dornyei, 2001). Therefore, I could use some future strategies for this class to promote the 
development of group cohesiveness as follows: 1) Get them to know each other more deeply to 
share genuine personal information so that they could understand each other better and feel it 
easy to cooperate with one another. To do 1), I will try to ask them some personal questions (e.g., 
“What is your hobby?” “Where do you live? Where do you want to live? Why?”) as transition 
questions, or try to pick up some personal questions for the fluency practice so that they will 
know more about each other. As Dornyei (2001) mentions, one of strategies for creating group 
cohesiveness is to “try and promote interaction, cooperation and the sharing of genuine personal 
information among the learners”. 2) Get them to sit in different places so that they will not have 
the fixed seating patterns. About 2), I usually do not have the fixed seating patterns in my classes, 
but for this class I will tell verbally not to sit the same place they sat in the last lesson. Also, like 
other classes I try to change pairs and groups often so that they can interact all the members in 
the class in one lesson. This is based on one of the strategies Dornyei (2001) mentioned: to “try 
and prevent the emergence of rigid seating patterns”. 3) Emphasize the group(s) in my feedback. 
About 3), I will try to state at least one good thing they did as a group. For example, “You all 
helped each other in this discussion. For instance, when Keigo got stuck and could not continue 
his talk, most of you tried to help him by giving some words you thought he wanted to say. That 
is why he could finish talking about his opinion. Great job, Team!” This is to elicit the students’ 
cooperation among members for common goals, and the students’ feeling of accomplishment 
(Dornyei, 2001). 
If I could have done these things above, I might get a different result for this class. Nao 
might not have given up the class and kept coming to class. In addition, most of the members 
may have become less shy and started to join the discussion more actively. With these things I 
mentioned above to create group cohesiveness and promote acceptance, I could have had a better 
result for all the students in this class including Tomo and Nao. 
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